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Hyper Media and Microworld Product Review

Product Information

Title: Broken Calculator
Source: http://www.mathcats.com" http://www.mathcats.com
Cost: Free


Product Description

Broken Calculator presents a number to a student and they in turn have to figure out how to display the number on the “broken” calculator’s screen. The calculator has certain buttons blanked out and it forces the child to come up with alternate solutions to the math problem as the most obvious, simple solutions are often blanked out. 


Important features and Functionality

The calculator itself has different levels of difficulty. Level one breaks only one crucial number key, level two breaks two. Levels three and four present the new problem of broken function keys in addition to broken numeral keys. The student can switch to a new problem by “breaking new keys” or they can try a “new question” with the same broken keys. Once the user has obtained the correct number the program lets them know. They can choose to clear out the entry and come up with a new procedure to find the same number or they can try a new problem.


Product Strengths from Teacher and Student Perspectives

The teacher who wrote the program encourages the students to write down their solutions on paper and then challenges them to try to come up with 10 different solutions to the problem. Having the student record their answers and solutions on paper will help a teacher identify the thought process involved for them to come up with their answer. Making a record will also help identify students who are using critical thinking skills, applying past knowledge or those who are displaying a lack of understanding or “taking the easy way out” by doing operations that are either too obvious or too simple such as adding 1+1+1+1+1+1 to make 6 instead of perhaps using the multiplication or division keys to come up with the same answer. 


The nice thing about Broken Calculator is it forces the student to think more about the math operations that they are performing on the calculator. Often it is very easy to let the calculator do all the thinking for you, this program offers the student a situation in which they need to use what they know about different math functions and come up with a new alternate solution. Students are also given control of the level of difficulty, which allows them to work at their own pace and at their own skill level. This program would be very helpful to a student who is currently studying more complicated math procedures or for a student who just needs to brush up on some math skills. 


Product Limitations from Teacher and Student Perspectives

The program is actually rather simple in that it does not allow for further constraints on the problem. For example, it does not allow you to pose a limit on how many keys or functions the user may push to obtain an answer. So, as mentioned before, if the number 1 and a + sign are available as options then any number can be made by simply adding “1+1+1+1+1…” etc. until that number is reached as one solution. Another limitation is that the program only deals in whole numbers the calculator does not allow for decimals or fractions. So the student cannot enter 2.5 + 3.5=6 as a possible solution even if they may already be familiar with fractions and decimals. In fact, when a user inputs a computation that would yield anything but a whole number the calculator actually goes blank and ceases to function until you click the clear or "C" button (could it be I broke the broken calculator?)  

The author also challenges the student to record their answers on a piece of paper and to try and come up with 10 different solutions. This did not always prove to be possible. For example, on one level four problem I had to make the number 2. In this case there was only one solution “1+1” because not only was my subtraction key broken but so was my division key. There would have been no way to make 2 except the most obvious 1+1 and in that situation, especially since the program does not deal in decimals or fractions. This is a minor issue (after all not all problems in the world have 10 solutions, such as factoring a prime number) but it may frustrate students who long to meet the challenge and were not able to come up with ten solutions. Perhaps the teacher could come up with a short writing activity where if the student does come across such a situation, they can write about the problem and explain why they could not come up with ten solutions as I had above.


Summary and Recommendation

Despite the limitations, I think that Broken Calculator is a fun interactive activity that allows students to explore multiple solutions to a given problem. Broken calculator allows the user to construct their own math operations rather than just answering drill problems on a piece of paper. In fact they already have the answer. Broken Calculator makes the student come up with the right question. 


